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PROVIDER NAME: Emser Tile    AIA PROVIDER NUMBER: H723       HSW: YES 
IDCEC CEU VALUE: 0.1                 AIA CES VALUE: 1              COURSE LENGTH: 1 Hour 
COURSE NAME: THE FOUR WAYS A TILE WON'T KILL YOU 
AIA COURSE #: 032415HSW (SESSION # PROVIDED WHEN CLASS IS SCHEDULED) 
IDCEC COURSE #: CC-104112 (SESSION # PROVIDED WHEN CLASS IS SCHEDULED) 

DESCRIPTION: The Four Ways A Tile Won’t Kill You course is designed to provide valuable 
information on why porcelain and ceramic floor tile may be considered hazardous to your health 
when certain technical documents are misinterpreted. We will explore the fine print of industry 
standards, test methods and safety documents, gain an appreciation for reporting transparency 
of raw ingredients and identify important commercial building and health codes that minimize 
any inherent hazards in specific types of commercial applications.    

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: The 4 ways tiles could be falsely perceived as hazardous are due to 
presence of low level carcinogens (silica), paperwork requiring VOC ratings, exposure to areas 
that may inhibit mold growth and  potential slip factors  when a floor is wet. At the end of the 
course attendees will be able to: 1) Understand what carcinogens really are and gain a better 
understanding of MSDS and HPD’s, 2) Have basic knowledge about VOC’s and why they don’t 
apply to porcelain and ceramic floor tile, 3) Identify the significance of cove base in commercial 
applications to help prohibit mold, 4) Identify  why a DCOF  test value should not be the 
determining factor when selecting a floor.  

PRESENTATION: PowerPoint presentation with images and technical information. No printed 
handouts will be given out. 

A/V NEEDS: Electrical power, projector and screen for a PowerPoint presentation. Presenter will 
bring a laptop with VGA cable input or a flash drive. Please advise before scheduling  if HDMI or 
other inputs are used.  

COST: Not applicable. There is no fee to attend/offer this class 

AIA/CES & IDCEC/CEU REGISTERED COURSE SUMMARY 
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